
This category covers lift truck fleets used 
in the warehousing industry. Warehousing 
encompasses a wide variety of items from 
consumer goods to automotive manufactur-
ing supplies and almost every product in be-
tween.

With Just in Time (JIT) delivery the fork lift 
fleets and tires are put under intense use with 
long runs, loaded and unloaded, as well as 
multi shift operations. 

Warehouses are generally well kept with fin-
ished, sealed, and sometimes painted floors 
that are kept clear of debris and garbage. 

However angle iron guides and dock plates 
are a continuous problem with tires used in 
these operations.

Although there is a huge variance in the 
amount of usage the tires are subjected to, it 
is safe to say an average forklift is used two 
shifts per day, 5 days per week. This relates 
to close to 4,000 hours per year on the lift 
trucks.

The majority of lift trucks used are electric 
powered with capacities of 1500, 1800 and 
2500 kgs.

Common Forklifts
 q Linde
 q Jungheinrich
 q Still, Mitsubishi
 q BT
 q Hyster
 q Yale
 q Montini
 q Nissan

Common rubber compounds 
 q Clean (Non-Marking)
 q Standard (Black)

Common tread designs 
 q Tread designs used are generally SC20 up 
to 1000 hours per year and BARUM for 
light applications, till 1000 hours per year.

Common sizes drive tires
 q 180/70-8
 q 225/75-10
 q 200/50-10
 q 225/75-10
 q 6.50-10
 q 7.00-12

Common sizes steer tires
 q 125/75-8
 q 150/75-8
 q 180/70-8
 q 5.00-8
 q 140/55-9
 q 6.00-9
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Tire Needs

Low rolling resistance To reduce fuel consumption in either Electric or LPG operated 
forklifts

Low heat buildup  Combined with low rolling resistance is low heat buildup. The 
cooler a tire operates the longer it will last and is less prone 
to premature failure due to delaminating

Cut & chunk resistance Due to impacts from running over litter on the floor or running 
into dock plates or guards the tires must have good cut and 
chunk resistance.

Clean (Non-Marking)  Tires must not leave black marks on the floor or carbon dust 
in the air.

Lifetime Long tread life

Continental offering and benefits

SC20
The SC20 offers exceptionally low rolling re-
sistance and low heat buildup. This relates to 
extended tire life and reduced cost per hour. 
(More hours in between changes and lower 
fuel consumption)

CSEasy SC20
The improved tire construction of the SC20 
already provides an increase in mileage per-
formance of up to 20%. The special design 
of the CSEasy can increase this by a further 
20% to 40%. With CSEasy your vehicle’s en-
ergy consumption can be lowered by up to 
12.8% due to its substantially reduced rolling 
resistance and the plastic adapter helps to 
limit the heat transference within the tyre and, 
therefore, heat buildup.

Value of Continental Rep
Every Continental Industrial Tire sales representative is trained and experienced in lift truck tire ap-
plications and fully understands each and every fleet’s needs. Continental products are available 
to make accurate and fact based recommendations to maximize the lift truck fleet performance.

SC20 Super Clean and Barum Clean
Continental’s Clean compound offers non-
marking performance in warehouse opera-
tions. The tire, due to being reinforced with 
Silicates rather than Carbon Black will not 
leave black marks on the floor. The Clean 
compound also offers low rolling resistance 
and low heat buildup.


